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INTRODUCTION

Background
�ese pro�les of South African universities are part of CHET’s on-going work on measuring  
performance within South Africa’s steering model of higher education governance. �is 
steering model is embodied in the 1997 White Paper, A Programme for the Transformation 
of Higher Education, and replaced two other models which had been part of South Africa’s 
apartheid legacy. �ese were the state control model which had applied to the historically black 
universities, and the market model which had applied to the historically white universities. 

State control and market models are very di�erent, as can be seen below:

•• A state control model gives higher education institutions low levels of administrative 
autonomy. A market model, in contrast, gives higher education institutions a great deal 
of administrative autonomy. For example, in a state control model the size and shape of 
the student enrolment of individual universities would be determined by regulations 
issued by a government department. In a market model, size and shape would be 
determined by the choices of students and by competition between universities, with 
government intervening only to correct ‘market failures’.

•• In a state control model, funds are allocated to higher education institutions through 
budgets approved by a government department. Higher education institutions are 
not permitted to use funds outside the parameters of the budget approved by their 
controlling department. In a market model, government allocates lump sums to higher 
education institutions through the use of a mechanical formula, and permits their 
councils to spend these funds at their discretion.

In a steering model of higher education governance, government does not micro-manage, for 
example, the admission and enrolment processes of individual universities. But it does not 
permit students’ readings of the labour market and institutional competition to be the main 
determinants of the size and shape of the enrolment of the public higher education system. 
Government steers the system by (a) laying down national higher education goals, (b) setting 
broad goals for individual higher educational institutions, and (c) monitoring the performances 
of the system and of individual institutions in relation to these goals. In the section which 
follows, a more detailed account is o�ered of the implications government steering has for 
South African higher education institutions.

CHET has published two books on the measuring of systemic and institutional performance 
within a steering model of higher education governance. �ese are:

•• Cloete N & Bunting I (2000). Higher Education Transformation: Assessing Performance 
in South Africa. CHET: Pretoria. 
(www.chet.org.za/books/higher-education-transformation)

•• Bunting I & Cloete N (2004). Developing Performance Indicators for Higher Education: 
A South African Case Study. CHET: Cape Town. 
(www.chet.org.za/books/developing-performance-indicators-higher-education)

�e 2000 book opens by setting two essential requirements for a higher education performance 
measurement system. �ese are that government must have published clear policy-driven 
goals, and must have available a conceptually consistent and common sets of data for all higher 
education institutions. �e book then shows (a) that the 1997 White Paper contains the required 
sets of goals, (b) that quantitative indicators can be extracted from the national higher education 
management information system, and (c) that these indicators can be used to measure the 
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extent to which the higher education system has met the White Paper’s transformation goals.

CHET’s 2004 publication begins by exploring a number of di�erent approaches to the assessment 
of performance in South Africa’s higher education system. �e book ends with a presentation of 
a new performance measurement model. �e main features of this model, which are implicit in 
the institutional pro�les which follow, are these:

•• �e model uses performance indicators as ways of referring to policy-driven higher 
education goals. Because it draws a distinction between systemic and institutional 
goals, the model constructs two separate sets of indicators. �e systemic and 
institutional indicators cover these broad areas:

  – size and shape of student enrolments;
  – student equity;
  – student pass rates and graduation rates;
  – sta� equity;
  – quali�cations of sta�;
  – research outputs.

•• �ese systemic and institutional indicators are linked to a number of quantitative 
targets that the system and individual institutions are expected to meet. Benchmarks 
are not proposed, since these could imply that higher education institutions are being 
placed in a qualitative ranking order.

•• �e targets linked to the systemic and institutional indicators are derived from national 
policy documents of the South African government. �ese include the 1997 White 
Paper, the 2001 National Plan for Higher Education, and the 2003 funding framework 
publications.

�e institutional pro�les in this publication fall within the conceptual framework of its 2004 
publication. �e pro�les do not, however, attempt to cover all of the indicators suggested in 
2004. �e actual performance and other indicators used in the pro�les are the outcome of 
consultative discussions which CHET held with planners in universities. �e main consultation 
took place in a workshop on the pro�les which was held in Irene (near Pretoria) in November 
2007. �is workshop was attended by representatives of most universities. Follow-up discussions 
after the workshop also helped CHET to decide which speci�c data and policy to include in the 
institutional pro�les.

Steering the South African higher education system
�e discussion in the background section above provides a brief outline only of the mechanisms 
which the South African government has developed for steering the higher education system. 
�is section o�ers a more detailed account of these mechanisms, and of the implications which 
they have for higher education institutions.

Subsection 3 of clause 3 of the Higher Education Act of 1997 gives the Minister of Higher 
Education and Training the power to determine the scope and range of the operations of (a) the public 
higher education system and (b) individual public higher education institutions. �is implies that 
the Minister can determine which academic programmes may be o�ered by a higher education 
institution, and what its student enrolments in these programmes should be. �e Minister can 
also determine how public subsidies should be distributed to higher education institutions, on 
the basis of their approved academic programmes and approved student enrolments.

�e Ministry of Higher Education and Training uses these mechanisms of academic programme 
planning, student enrolment planning, and government funding to steer the public higher 
education system towards the goals of the 1997 White Paper. �e key transformation goals of 
this 1997 White Paper are (a) increasing the access to higher education of a larger and more 
diverse student population, and (b) ensuring that the higher education system responds to 
national development needs (see White Paper: 1.13 and 2.17). 
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Academic programme planning at a national level has functioned as a steering mechanism as 
follows.

In 2002, the Minister approved an academic programme and quali�cation mix (PQM) pro�le for 
each higher education institution. Institutions wishing to expand these approved 2002 PQMs 
have, since 2003, submitted applications to the Department of Education/Higher Education 
and Training. �ese applications have to pass an initial assessment made by the Department 
before they can be passed to the Council on Higher Education (CHE) for quality evaluations 
and possible accreditation. �e Department has taken particular account of the following in its 
assessment of applications for new academic programmes:

(1) the capacity of the institution with respect to physical infrastructure, quali�ed sta�, 
and student to academic sta� ratios;

(2) the institution’s enrolment trends over the past 3 to 5 years;
(3) the institution’s student success rates; and
(4) the institution’s graduation trends over the past 3 to 5 years.

New academic programmes have been approved for submission to the CHE only when the 
institution has been able to demonstrate to the Department that it has the required sta� and 
physical capacity, and that its performance levels have met national output targets.

�e academic programme and quali�cation mix of each institution provides the framework 
within which national student enrolment planning takes place. Institutions have to develop 
their student enrolment plan within the limits of their approved programme and quali�cation 
mix, and cannot use this planning process as a way of expanding their academic programme 
o�erings. �e factors summed in (1) to (4) above are used again when assessments are made of 
the acceptability of the various parts of an institution’s student enrolment plan.

Student enrolment plans, for the period up to the end of 2010, were negotiated with each higher 
education institution during 2006 and 2007. When agreement had been reached between an 
institution and the Ministry, its plan was aggregated with all others into sets of national targets 
which were published in October 2007 in a Ministerial Statement on Student Enrolment Planning. 
�is Statement contains student enrolment and student output targets for each institution, 
and is in e�ect a contract between the council of each institution and the Ministry of Higher 
Education and Training. Each council has had, as part of the negotiations, to con�rm that it 
accepts the targets contained in the enrolment plan, and that it will ensure that the institution 
will comply with these targets.

Government funding is linked to both the programme and quali�cation mix, and enrolment 
plans. �e input and output targets approved in the October 2007 Ministerial Statement 
determine, to a large extent, what the levels of government funding will be for each public 
higher education institution for at least a �ve-year planning cycle.

Purpose and contents of profiles
�e requirement that each higher education institution must con�rm its acceptance of student 
enrolment planning targets makes it essential that councils understand (a) what is implied by the 
targets, and (b) how their institution is performing relative to these targets. CHET’s experience 
has been that this has not been an easy task for councils. Currently very few institutions produce 
data sets which would enable council members to engage meaningfully in discussions about 
the performance of the institution which they are entrusted to govern. 

Because it has been involved since 2000 with various aspects of higher education performance 
indicators, CHET decided, with the �nancial assistance of the Ford Foundation, to produce data 
pro�les which should enable university councils to make assessments of the performance of 
their institution relative to the Minister’s targets.
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Each institutional pro�le will present, in the form of 20 graphs, data for 2000–2008 on student 
enrolments and outputs, sta�ng inputs and outputs, and key aspects of the income and 
expenditure of each institution. Where this is appropriate, the performance of the institution is 
related to performance indicators used by the Department of Higher Education and Training.

�e 20 graphs in a pro�le can be divided into the following groups:

(1) Student enrolments and outputs 2000–2008 and Ministerial targets for 2010:
 Graph 1: head count and FTE student enrolments;
 Graph 4: shape of head count enrolment by quali�cation type;
 Graph 5: shape of head count enrolment by major �eld of studies;
 Graph 8: average success rates;
 Graph 9: total graduates;
 Graph 10: graduation rates.

(2) Other trends in student enrolments 2000–2008:
 Graph 2: average annual growth rates in student enrolments;
 Graph 5: enrolments by population group;
 Graph 6: enrolments by gender.

(3) Sta� data for 2000–2008:
 Graph 11: ratio of administrative to academic sta�, compared to national averages;
 Graph 12: ratio of FTE students to academic sta�, compared to national averages;
 Graph 13: proportion of academic sta� with doctorates, compared to national averages;
 Graph 14: ratio of publication units to academic sta�, compared to appropriate targets for 

universities, comprehensive universities, and universities of technology;
 Graph 15: ratio of weighted research outputs to academic sta�, compared to appropriate 

targets set in the government funding framework.

(4) Financial data 2000–2008:
 Graph 16: total income and expenditure;
 Graph 17: de�cits and surpluses;
 Graphs 18 and 19: sources of income and comparisons to national averages;
 Graph 20: subsidy income plus student fees per graduate, compared to national 

averages.

Data sources
�e sources of the data used in the pro�les are these:

(1) Student input and outputs for 2000–2008 in graphs 1 and 4–10:  data submitted 
annually by each higher education institution to the Department of Higher Education 
and Training in terms of the requirements of the national Higher Education 
Management Information System (HEMIS).

(2) Ministerial student input and output targets in graphs 1, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10: Ministerial 
Statement on Student Enrolment Planning (October 2007).

(3) Sta� data in graphs 11 and 13:  data submitted annually by each higher education 
institution to the Department of Higher Education and Training in terms of the 
requirements of the national Higher Education Management Information System 
(HEMIS).

(4) Research publication data in graph 14:  data submitted annually by each university in 
terms of the requirements of the government funding framework.

(5) Norms for research outputs per academic sta� member:  Ministerial Statement on 
Higher Education Funding (November 2009).

(6) Income and expenditure data in graphs 16–19:  �nancial statements submitted 
annually to the Department of Higher Education and Training by each institution.
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�e following graphs were derived from calculations based on data in the graphs listed above:

• Graph 2: average annual increases in enrolments;
• Graph 3: comparisons of average sizes of 2008 enrolments,
• Graph 12: FTE student to academic sta� ratios;
• Graph 15: ratios of total research outputs to academic sta� members;
• Graph 20: subsidy income plus student fees per graduate.

Dealing with mergers and incorporations
In 2000, the start date of the data in each pro�le, South Africa had a total of 34 public higher 
education institutions. �is number was reduced as a result of the various mergers and 
incorporations which occurred during the period 2000 to 2005. Twenty of the higher education 
institutions which existed in 2000 were disestablished. Nineteen of these were merged into 
new higher education institutions. �e remaining institution was split up into its constituent 
campuses, which were then incorporated into seven other higher education institutions.  

Table 1 lists the 20 institutions which were disestablished as well as the 9 new institutions which 
were constituted after the merger processes had been completed.

Table 1: 20 disestablished and 9 new institutions post-merger

Original institutions in 2000 New institution after merger

Cape Technikon
Cape Peninsula University of Technology

Peninsula Technikon

University of Port Elizabeth
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University

Port Elizabeth Technikon

University of Transkei

Walter Sisulu UniversityBorder Technikon

Eastern Cape Technikon

ML Sultan Technikon
Durban University of Technology

Natal Technikon

University of Durban-Westville
University of KwaZulu-Natal

University of Natal

Potchefstroom University
North-West University

University of the North-West

Rand Afrikaans University
University of Johannesburg

Technikon Witwatersrand

Technikon South Africa
University of South Africa

University of South Africa

University of the North
University of Limpopo

Medical University of South Africa

Vista University Disestablished; with campuses incorporated into 7 other universities

Table 2 lists Vista University’s seven campuses and the universities into which they were 
incorporated. �ree of these were existing institutions in 2000 (Pretoria, Free State, Central) 
and four were new universities resulting from mergers (South Africa, Johannesburg, Nelson 
Mandela, North-West).
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Table 2: Vista University campuses incorporated into other institutions

Vista University campuses Incorporated into:

Distance education University of South Africa

Mamelodi University of Pretoria

Soweto
University of Johannesburg

East Rand

Sebokeng North-West University

Bloemfontein University of the Free State

Port Elizabeth Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University

Welkom Central University of Technology

�ree other major incorporations occurred during the period up to 2005. �ese are summed up 
in Table 3.

Table 3: Non-Vista University incorporations into other institutions

Campuses moved to another university Incorporated into:

QwaQwa campus of University of the North University of the Free State

East London campus of Rhodes University University of Fort Hare

Dental Faculty of Stellenbosch University University of the Western Cape

�e tables above show that a total of 43 institutions would have to be included if data pictures 
were to be drawn for all the institutions which existed in 2000 plus all those which came into 
existence after mergers and incorporations. Because of the unnecessary complexities involved, 
CHET has decided to simplify the presentation of data in the following ways: 

(1) �e 19 institutions which merged: their data from 2000 to the o�cial date of the merger 
are aggregated and presented as being data for the new university.

(2) Vista University: the data for the seven campuses are included in the data of the 
incorporating universities from the 2004 academic year; earlier Vista data appear only 
in national higher education totals for the period 2000–2003.

(3) Other incorporations: the data for QwaQwa, East London and the dental faculty are left 
in the original institution up until the date of incorporation into another institution.

�e application of these rules permits data pro�les for the full period of 2000–2008 to be 
constructed for the 23 universities listed in Table 4.
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Table 4:  23 South African higher education institutions  
(arranged by Department of Higher Education and Training reference code)

Name of higher education institution

1. Cape Peninsula University of Technology

2.  University of Cape Town

3.  Central University of Technology

4.  Durban University of Technology

5.  University of Fort Hare 

6.  University of the Free State

7.  University of Johannesburg

8.  University of KwaZulu-Natal

9.  University of Limpopo

10.  Mangosuthu University of Technology 

11.  Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University

12.  North-West University

13.  University of Pretoria

14.  Rhodes University

15.  University of South Africa 

16.  University of Stellenbosch

17.  Tshwane University of Technology

18.  Vaal University of Technology

19.  University of Venda

20.  Walter Sisulu University

21.  University of  the Western Cape

22.  University of the Witwatersrand

23.  University of Zululand

Profile of the public higher education system
�e context for the 23 institutional pro�les is set out in the opening section which o�ers an 
overall summary of the public higher education system for the years 2000–2008. �e 18 graphs 
in this section which provide an overall pro�le of the South African system are based on 14 of 
those which appear in institutional pro�les. �e additional four graphs deal with:

•• Graph 9:  total sta� employed in the public higher education system; 
•• Graph 10:  comparison of growth rates in total sta� and total student enrolments; 
•• Graph 13:  overall totals of research outputs;
•• Graph 17: average annual increases in income of the higher education system by source.

Peer groupings
�e �nal section of this publication deals with cross-institutional comparisons of input and 
output data. It o�ers examples of ways in which the public higher education institutions can be 
clustered into peer groups, to enable a council to compare the performance of its institution to 
that of similar institutions.

�e section begins by dividing the 23 public higher education institutions into the three 
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categories recognised by current national higher education policy: (a) those which o�er 
university-type academic programmes (‘universities’), (b) those which o�er technikon-type 
academic programmes (‘universities of technology’), and (c) those which o�er both university-
type and technikon-type academic programmes (‘comprehensive universities’). �e institutions 
which fall into these three categories are:

•• Universities (11): Cape Town, Fort Hare, Free State, KwaZulu-Natal, Limpopo, North-
West, Pretoria, Rhodes, Stellenbosch, Western Cape, Witwatersrand.

•• Universities of technology (6): Cape Peninsula, Central, Durban, Mangosuthu, 
Tshwane, Vaal.

•• Comprehensive universities (6): Johannesburg, Nelson Mandela Metropolitan, South 
Africa, Venda, Walter Sisulu, Zululand.

Data extracted from the individual institutional pro�les are used in the peer group analyses. 
�e data employed are limited to the following:

(1) Student enrolments: (a) head count enrolments in 2008, (b) average proportions 
for 2006–2008 of science and technology majors, and (c) average proportions for 
2006–2008 of masters and doctoral enrolments.

(2) Student outputs: (a) average success rates for 2006–2008, (b) average graduation rates 
for 2006–2008, and (c) average annual total for 2006–2008 of doctoral graduates.

(3) Academic sta�: (a) average annual proportion for 2006–2008 of sta� with doctorates, 
(b) average annual total for 2006–2008 of research publications produced, and 
(c) average annual ratio for 2006–2008 of total research outputs per academic sta� 
member.

(4) Income in 2008:  (a) total income from all sources, (b) proportion of private income, 
and (c) income from government subsidies and student fees per FTE enrolled 
student.

�e data used for the graphs in the institutional pro�le are available on the CHET website  
(www.chet.org.za) in a format that enables an institution to select for itself the other institutions 
with which it wishes to compare itself.
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Universities 
NWU North-West University 

RU Rhodes University

SU Stellenbosch University

UCT University of Cape Town

UFH University of Fort Hare

UFS University of the Free State

UKZN University of KwaZulu-Natal  

UL University of Limpopo 

UP University of Pretoria 

UWC University of the Western Cape  

Wits University of the Witwatersrand

Comprehensive universities
NMMU Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University

UJ University of Johannesburg

Unisa University of South Africa 

Univen University of Venda

UZ  University of Zululand 

WSU Walter Sisulu University

Universities of technology
CPUT Cape Peninsula University of Technology  

CUT Central University of Technology

DUT Durban University of Technology  

MUT Mangosuthu University of Technology 

TUT Tshwane University of Technology

VUT Vaal University of Technology  

SECTION D
Peer Groupings in Higher Education in South Africa

D
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PEER GROUPINGS IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN SOU TH AFRICA

1.  INTRODUCTION
�ere is no single, objective de�nition of the notion of a ‘peer group’. Peer groupings tend to be 
sets of institutions selected for a particular analytic or comparative purpose, which could di�er 
between contexts. �ey may, for example, be no more than a grouping of institutions which 
have similar characteristics, or a set of institutions which a speci�c institution has identi�ed 
as possible competitors. Most peer groupings tend to be based either on institutional type or 
institutional size and shape, governance structure, or even �nancial status.

�e analyses which follow begin with the three institutional types recognised in South 
Africa’s higher education policy framework. �ese are (1) universities, (2) universities of 
technology, and (3) comprehensive universities. A total of eleven institutions appear in the 
category of universities, six in that of universities of technology, and six in the �nal category of 
comprehensive universities.

�e three categories are de�ned in these ways:

(1)  A university is a higher education institution which o�ers at undergraduate level basic 
formative degree programmes such as the BA and BSc and professional degrees such 
as the BSc Eng and MBChB. At postgraduate level a university o�ers honours degrees, 
and a range of master’s and doctoral degrees.

(2) A university of technology is a higher education institution whose undergraduate 
o�erings are mainly vocational or career-focused programmes. Most of these 
programmes lead to the awarding of an undergraduate diploma. Some programmes 
do lead to the awarding of a bachelor’s degree (the BTech), which serves as a capping 
quali�cation for diploma graduates. A limited number of master’s and doctoral 
programmes are o�ered. 

(3) A comprehensive university is one which o�ers programmes typical of a university as 
well as programmes typical of a university of technology.

�e analyses within each of the three categories are based on sets of graphs which cover:

•• the size and shape of student enrolments;
•• student success and graduation rates;
•• quali�cations of academic sta�;
•• research outputs; and
•• income.

�e graphs have been set up in ways which will enable any institution to compare its data with 
others in the same category, or with institutions in the other two categories. �e graphs, in this 
sense, permit institutions to select peer groupings appropriate to their particular contexts or 
interests.

Because there are eleven institutions in the category of universities, the discussion in 
subsection  2 is more detailed and extensive than those in the subsections dealing with 
universities of technology and comprehensive universities. In subsection 2 various di�erent 
ways of dividing up the eleven universities are examined. �is leads to a di�erentiated set of 
peer groupings for universities. 

Less detailed attempts at di�erentiation are made in subsections 3 and 4 which deal with 
comprehensive universities and universities of technology respectively.

PEER GROUPINGS IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH AFRICA
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2.  UNIVERSITIES
2.1. Student enrolments in universities in 2008

A total of eleven institutions fall into this grouping. Graph 1 arranges these universities in 
descending order by the size of their 2008 head count enrolments. �e graph also lists the full-
time equivalent (FTE) enrolment of each university.

Graph 1 shows that if enrolment size is taken to be an important peer group characteristic, then 
the eleven universities fell into three size groupings in 2008:

•• �ree large universities, with head count enrolments greater than 30 000 (UP, NWU, UKZN);
•• Four medium-sized universities, with enrolments between 20 000 and 30 000 (Wits, 

UFS, SU, UCT); 
•• Four small universities, with enrolments less than 20 000 (UL, UWC, UFH, RU).

Graph 2 uses three-year averages for the period 2006–2008 to show what proportion of science 
and technology majors each university had in its head count enrolment.

�e data in Graph 2 have been sorted from highest to lowest proportion of science and technology 
majors. �e data show that universities can be placed into three groupings as far as science and 
technology majors are concerned:

0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

UP NWU UKZN Wits UFS SU UCT UL UWC UFH RU

Heads 53.1 47.0 37.2 26.1 26.2 24.0 22.3 17.1 15.1 9.3 6.3

FTE 36.3 31.4 27.4 18.7 19.2 19.5 17.7 13.3 11.7 7.6 5.3

Graph 1  Enrolments in 2008 (thousands)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Wits UL UCT SU UP UKZN UWC UFS RU UFH NWU

47% 44% 42% 41% 37% 34% 31% 29% 23% 21% 19%

Average for universities

Graph 2  Average percentage of science and technology majors (2006–2008)
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•• Five universities with an average proportion of above 37% (Wits, UL, UCT, SU, UP);
•• �ree universities with an average proportion between 28% and 36% (UKZN, UWC, UFS); 
•• �ree universities with an average proportion below 23% (RU, NWU, UFH).

Graph 3 uses three-year averages for the period 2006–2008 to show what proportion of master’s 
and doctoral students each university had in its head count enrolment. �e data in the graph 
have been sorted from highest to lowest proportion of master’s and doctoral students. 

�e data show that universities can be placed into three groupings as far as proportions of 
master’s and doctoral students are concerned:

•• �ree universities with an average proportion of 18% and above (SU, Wits, UCT);
•• Six universities with an average proportion between 11% and 14% (UP, UFS, UKZN, RU, 

UL, UWC); 
•• Two universities with an average proportion below 10% (NWU, UFH).

�e data in Graphs 1 to 3 suggest that the 11 universities can be placed in the following three clusters:

 Cluster 1:   Universities with high proportions of master’s and doctoral enrolments (14% or 
above) and high proportions of science and technology majors (37% or above): 
UCT, UP, SU, Wits.

 Cluster 2:  Other large and medium-sized universities: NWU, UFS, UKZN. 
 Cluster 3:  Small universities: UL, UWC, UFH, RU.

Reference will be made to these three clusters when other aspects of the university grouping 
are analysed.

2.2. Student outputs of universities: averages for the period 2006–2008

Graphs 4 and 5 compare student output rates in the university grouping against targets set by 
the Department of Higher Education and Training. 

Graph 4 sets out the average success rates by course achieved by these universities over the period 
2006–2008. �e success rates were calculated by dividing each university’s full-time equivalent 
(FTE) degree credit total for 2006+2007+2008 by its FTE enrolled student totals for these three 
years. An FTE degree credit total is calculated in the same way as an FTE enrolled student total, 
but taking account only of the courses actually passed by students.
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�e data in Graph 4 have been sorted from highest to lowest success rate average. �e 
Department’s target ratio of 80% is regarded as the minimum which an institution should 
achieve if it is to ensure that it has an e�cient output �ow of graduates.

�e data in Graph 4 show that the averages of only four universities (RU, UCT, UP, SU) exceeded 
the target rate of 80%. �e overall performances of universities could not be mapped onto the 
three enrolment clusters referred to earlier. �e performance band 80% and above contains 
three universities from cluster 1 (UCT, UP, SU) and one from cluster 3 (RU). �e performance 
band 75–79% contains one university from cluster 1 (Wits), one from cluster 2 (NWU), and two 
from cluster 3 (UL, UWC). �e performance band with success rates below 75% contains two 
universities from cluster 2 (UKZN, UFS) and one from cluster 3 (UFH).

Graph 5 uses, as a proxy for a graduate throughput rate, a calculation which divides the number 
of students graduating in a given year by the head count enrolment in that year. �e target 
set by the Department of Higher Education and Training is 22%. �is target is based on the 
requirement that 65 out of every 100 students entering any higher education institution should 
eventually graduate.

�e data in the graph show that only �ve universities exceeded the target ratio of 22%. �ese 
various graduation rates, just as with the average success rates, cannot be related to the three 
enrolment clusters set out earlier. It is clear that another way of di�erentiating institutions 
within the university grouping will have to be found.
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Graph 4  Average success rates by course (2006–2008)
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2.3. Academic staff with doctorates in universities: averages for the period 2006–2008

Graph 6 ranks the eleven universities according to the proportions of their academic sta� 
holding doctorates as their highest formal quali�cations. �e target of 50% has not been set in 
any formal way by the Department of Higher Education and Training. It is in e�ect a guideline 
which has been used in discussions on the issue of institutional di�erentiation in South Africa’s 
higher education system.

2.4. Research outputs of universities: averages for the period 2006–2008

Graph 7 gives the average annual research output totals of the eleven universities for the three-
year period 2006–2008. Two di�erent totals of research outputs are used:

•• research publication units, which are primarily publications in peer-reviewed research 
journals, but which can include publications in books which (a) report research 
�ndings and (b) are not textbooks for students;

•• weighted research outputs, which include research publication units 
(weighting = 1), doctoral graduates (weighting = 3), and research master’s graduates 
(weighting = 1, but based only on the research component of the degree).

�e data in Graph 7 are ranked in descending order according to the average annual total of 
research publications.
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Graph 6  Average academic staff with doctorates (2006–2008)
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Graph 8 considers one component of the overall research output total re�ected in Graph 7. �is 
is the average annual total of doctoral graduates produced by each university for the period 
2006–2008. �e totals in the graph have not been weighted by the factor of 3 referred to above.

�e data in Graphs 7 and 8 can be related in interesting ways to the enrolment clusters set up 
earlier.

Cluster 1 consisted of four universities (UCT, UP, SU, Wits) which had high proportions of 
master’s and doctoral enrolments (14% or above) and high proportions of science and technology 
majors (37% or above). �ese four universities had a 45% share of the 2008 total enrolment of the 
eleven universities, a 58% share of the average annual total of doctoral graduates produced by 
the eleven universities, and a 62% share of their average annual total of research publications.

Cluster 2 consisted of the other large and medium-sized universities (NWU, UFS, UKZN) which 
had head count enrolments in 2008 of 20 000 or higher. �ese three universities had a 38% share 
of the 2008 total enrolment of the eleven universities, a 31% share of the average annual total of 
doctoral graduates produced by the eleven universities, and a 28% share of their average annual 
total of research publications.

Cluster 3 consisted of the small universities (UL, UWC, UFH, RU) which had head count 
enrolments of less than 20 000. �ese four universities had a 17% share of the total 2008 enrolment 
of the eleven universities, a 11% share of the average annual total of doctoral graduates produced 
by the eleven universities, and a 10% share of their average annual total of research publications.

�e shares which the clusters have of enrolments and research outputs suggest that universities 
in clusters 2 and 3 are under-produced relative to the size of their enrolments. �e obvious 
point which follows is that, as far as research outputs are concerned, those universities which 
have enrolments above 20 000, and which have high proportions of science and technology 
majors and of master’s and doctoral graduates, will ‘over-produce’ relative to the size of their 
enrolment.

Graph 9 sets out ratios between the weighted research outputs of universities and their 
permanent academics. �e ratios are based on the average annual totals of research outputs 
and of academic sta� for the three-year period 2006–2008.
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Graph 8  Average annual (unweighted) totals of doctoral graduates (2006–2008)
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�e target of 1.25 is the norm set for universities in the government funding framework. �is 
target could be unpacked in various ways, with di�erent mixes of publication units, research 
master’s and doctoral graduates. An example of the way in which the 1.25 target could be 
unpacked is this:  

  �e target may require a university to produce, for every 100 permanent academic sta� 
members, on average 60 research publications per year, 35 research masters per year, and 
10 unweighted doctoral graduates per year. �e annual averages per academic sta� member 
would, on these �gures, be 0.60 for publications, 0.35 for research master’s graduates, and 
0.30 for doctoral graduates (after applying the weighting of 3). �is would produce the 
required annual target of 1.25 weighted research outputs per academic sta� member.

�e average ratios in Graph 9 can be related to the three enrolment clusters in this way:

••  Five universities had average output ratios above the norm of 1.25. Four of these (SU, 
UCT, UP and Wits) are in cluster 1, which consists of universities with high proportions 
of master’s and doctoral enrolments and high proportions of science and technology 
majors. �e exception is Rhodes which is a small university in cluster 3, and which has 
23% of its students following science and technology majors.

••  �ree universities had ratios in the band 80% to 90% of the norm of 1.25. All three were 
in cluster 2 (NWU, UKZN and UFS).

••  �ree universities had ratios which were less than 80% of the norm. �e three were 
small universities in cluster 3 (UFH, UL, UWC).

2.5. Income of universities in 2008

Graph 10 summarises the total income of the eleven universities in 2008. �is income is derived 
from the following sources:

•• government funding: block grants (subsidy formula grants), earmarked grants for 
speci�c purposes (e.g. infrastructure, research and teaching development, foundation 
programmes);

•• student fees:  tuition and related fees, student housing fees;
•• private income: income from gifts, grants and research grants, income from 

investments.
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Graph 9  Annual average weighted research outputs per permanent academic staff 
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�ere is a wide range in the income totals recorded in Graph 10. Table 1 below shows how the 
income of the universities is related to UP’s income in 2008. 

�e rankings in the Table 1 and in Graph 10 fall neatly into the three clusters used earlier:

 Cluster 1:  UP, Wits, UCT, SU
 Cluster 2:  UKZN, NWU, UFS
 Cluster 3:  UL, UWC, RU, UFH

�e income of universities in 2008 was clearly relative to size of enrolments, proportion of 
science and technology enrolments, and proportion of master’s and doctoral enrolments.

Table 1 Income of universities in 2008 relative to UP=100

UP 100

Wits 91

UCT 80

SU 78

UKZN 76

NWU 52

UFS 41

UL 30

UWC 29

RU 19

UFH 16

Graph 11 shows what proportions of the 2008 income totals reported in Graph 10 were 
derived from private sources, i.e. from gifts and grants, research contracts, and income from 
investments. Points which emerge from the data in the graph are these:

•• �ree universities had private income proportions of above 40% in 2008. All three 
universities (Wits, SU, UCT) were in cluster 1 (universities with high proportions 
of science and technology majors and high proportions of master’s and doctoral 
enrolments) and also in the group of universities whose research output ratios 
exceeded the Department’s norms.
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Graph 10  Total income in 2008 (Rands millions)
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•• Five universities had private income proportions of between 33% and 37% in 2008. 
�ey came from all three enrolment clusters: UP (cluster 1), UKZN and NWU (cluster 
2), and UWC and UFH (cluster 3). �is is not a homogenous grouping because UP was 
placed in the group whose research output ratio exceeded the Department’s norm, and 
UKZN and NWU were in the group whose output ratios were between 80% and 90% 
of the expected norm. UWC’s research ratio was 73% of the Department’s norm, and 
UFH’s 38%.

•• �ree universities had private income proportions below 33% in 2008. One came 
from cluster 2 (UFS) and two from cluster 3 (RU, UL). An outlier in the grouping is RU 
which had a private income proportion of 30% and a research output ratio above the 
Department’s norm.

 
Graph 12 assumes that the main purpose of income derived from government subsidies and 
students fees is to fund the teaching services o�ered to undergraduate and postgraduate 
students. �e income total used for the graph is restricted to government subsidies and student 
fees, because private income is most often designated for purposes other than the teaching 
of students. �e ratios in the graph result from dividing this income total by the full-time 
equivalent (FTE) student enrolments in Graph 1.
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�e ratios in Graph 12 fall into these three clear groupings:

1.   �e income per FTE enrolled student of four universities exceeded the university 
average of R59 800 in 2008. �ree of these universities (UCT, Wits, SU) fell into the 
original cluster 1 of universities with high proportions of science and technology 
majors. RU is once again an outlier because it fell into cluster 3 of small universities, 
and had a science and technology major proportion of only 23%.

2.   Four universities had average cost ratios which were 95% of the average for 
universities. �ey came from all three enrolment clusters: UP from cluster 1, UKZN 
from cluster 2, and UL and UWC from cluster 3.

3.   �e �nal three universities had average incomes per student which were equivalent 
to 80% or lower of the university average. �ey were UFS and NWU from cluster 2, 
and UFH from cluster 3.

2.6. Possible peer groupings for universities

Table 2 summarises the analyses of the various university graphs, using six indicators and the 
enrolment clusters referred to earlier. �ree of the indicators are linked to output targets, and 
the remaining three are input indicators related to the delivery of the outputs.

�e three clusters were de�ned in terms of size of enrolment in 2008, proportions of science 
and technology students and proportions of master’s and doctoral enrolments. In 2008, the four 
universities in cluster 1 had head count enrolments of 20 000 or more, proportions of science and 
technology majors of 37% or above, and proportions of master’s plus doctoral students of 14% 
or above. Cluster 2 universities had enrolments of 20 000 or above but did not meet either the 
science and technology or the master’s plus doctoral enrolment crtiteria. Cluster 3 universities 
were all of those with 2008 enrolments below 20 000.

�e three output indicators are contained in the following graphs: success rates (Graph 4), 
graduation rates (Graph 5), and research output ratios (Graph 9). �e three input indicators are 
contained in the following graphs: percentage of sta� with doctorates (Graph 6), private income 
percentage (Graph 11), and income per FTE student (Graph 12).

�e scores recorded in the output columns of Table 2 indicate the following:

 3 =  performance was above the target set by the Department of Higher Education and 
Training;

 2 = performance was below but close to the target;
 1 = performance well below the target.

�e scores recorded in the input columns of Table 2 indicate the following:

 3 = average was above that for all universities;
 2 = average was close to that for all universities;
 1 = performance well below that for all universities.

�e weighted totals in the table are based on a weighting of 2 for all output indicators, and 
a weighting of 1 for input indicators. �e �nal column expresses the weighted total for each 
university as a proportion of the maximum weighted total of 27.
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�e percentages in the �nal column of Table 2 suggest that, when these selected inputs and 
outputs are compared, four di�erent peer groupings of universities emerge. �ese are summed 
up in Table 3.

Table 3 Possible peer groupings

Peer group Weighted input & output ratio

PEER GROUP W

UCT 100%

SU 100%

RU 93%

UP 89%

PEER GROUP X

WITS 81%

NWU 70%

PEER GROUP Y

UKZN 56%

UFS 52%

UWC 52%

UL 52%

PEER GROUP Z

UFH 37%

 Peer group W consists of three universities from the original cluster 1 (UCT, SU, UP), and one 
from the original cluster 3 (RU). �e main feature of these four universities is that their 2006–
2008 average output performance was above target for all three of the output indicators.

Peer group X consists of one university from the original cluster 1 (Wits), and one from the 
original cluster 2 (NWU). Wits moves from cluster 1 into this peer group because it did not 
exceed the target for all three output indicators.

Table 2 Output and input indicators for peer groupings

OUTPUTS INPUTS

Weighted 
total

Weighted 
total as % 
of possible 
maximum 

= 27

Success 
rate

Graduation 
rate

Research 
output ratio 
to academic 

staff

% of 
academic 
staff with 

doctorates

Private 
income %

Subsidy 
+ fees 

per FTE 
student

CLUSTER 1

UCT 3 3 3 3 3 3 27 100%

WITS 2 2 3 2 3 3 22 81%

UP 3 3 3 2 2 2 24 89%

SU 3 3 3 3 3 3 27 100%

CLUSTER 2

NWU 2 3 2 2 2 1 19 70%

UFS 1 2 2 2 1 1 14 52%

UKZN 1 2 2 1 2 2 15 56%

CLUSTER 3

RU 3 3 3 3 1 3 25 93%

UL 2 2 1 1 1 2 14 52%

UWC 2 1 1 2 2 2 14 52%

UFH 1 1 1 1 2 1 10 37%
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 Peer group Y consists of two universities from the original cluster 2 (UKZN, UFS), and two from 
the original cluster 3 (UWC, UL). �e main feature of these four universities is that their 2006–
2008 average output performance was below target for at least two of the output indicators.

Peer group Z consists of one small university (UFH) whose 2006–2008 average output 
performance was below target for all three of the output indicators.

3.  COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITIES
3.1. Student enrolments in comprehensive universities in 2008

A total of six institutions fall into the grouping of comprehensive universities. Graph 13 arranges 
these universities in descending order by the size of their 2008 head count enrolments. �e 
graph also lists the full-time equivalent (FTE) enrolment of each university.

Graph 13 shows that these comprehensive universities fell into three size groupings in 2008:

•• One mega-university, with a head count enrolment of 262 000 (Unisa);
•• �ree large and medium-sized universities, with enrolments between 20 000 and  

44 000 (UJ, WSU, NMMU);
•• Two small universities, with enrolments less than 20 000 (Univen, UZ).

Graph 14 uses three-year averages for the period 2006–2008 to show what proportion of science 
and technology majors each university had in its head count enrolment. �e data in the graph 
have been sorted from highest to lowest proportion of science and technology majors.

Graph 15 uses three-year averages for the period 2006–2008 to show what proportion of master’s 
and doctoral students each university had in its head count enrolment. �e data in the graph 
have been sorted from highest to lowest proportion of master’s and doctoral students.

�e data in Graphs 14 and 15 show that none of these comprehensive universities could be 
�tted into what was called cluster 1 for universities. �is cluster consisted of universities which 
had enrolments of more than 20 000 in 2008, proportions of science and technology majors 
exceeding 37% and proportions of master’s plus doctoral enrolments exceeding 15%. On the 
basis of their size and shape, four (Unisa, UJ, WSU, NMMU) would need to be placed into a 
variation of the university cluster 2 (institutions with more than 20 000 heads in 2008), and 
two (Univen, UZ) would have to be placed in cluster 3 (institutions with less than 20 000 heads in 
2008).
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Graph 13  Enrolments in 2008 (thousands)
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3.2.  Student outputs of comprehensive universities: averages for the period 2006–2008

Graphs 16 and 17 compare student output rates against targets set by the Department of Higher 
Education and Training. �ese targets are the same as those set for universities.

Graph 16 sets out the average success rate by course achieved by these comprehensive 
universities over the period 2006–2008. �e success rates were calculated by dividing the 
university’s full-time equivalent (FTE) degree credit total for 2006+2007+2008 by its full-time 
equivalent (FTE) enrolled student totals for these three years. An FTE degree credit total is 
calculated in the same way as an FTE enrolled student total, but taking account only of the 
courses actually passed by students.

�e data in Graph 16 have been sorted from highest to lowest success rate average. �e 
Department’s target ratio of 80% is regarded as the minimum which an institution should 
achieve if it is to ensure that it has an e�cient output �ow of graduates.

�e data in Graph 16 show that none of the comprehensive universities exceeded the target rate 
of 80%. 
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Graph 17 uses, as a proxy for a graduate throughput rate, a calculation which divides the total 
number of students graduating in a given year by the total head count enrolment in that year. 
�e target set by the Department of Higher Education and Training for all contact institutions 
is 22%. �is target is based on the requirement that 65 out of every 100 students entering any 
higher education institution should eventually graduate. Unisa is expected to achieve a target 
half of that of contact universities.

�e data in Graph 17 show that only two of these universities (UJ, NMMU) matched their target 
ratios. �e ratios of the other four fell into a band of 60%–70% of their expected targets.

3.3.   Academic staff with doctorates in comprehensive universities: averages for the 
period 2006–2008

Graph 18 ranks the six comprehensive universities according to the proportions of their 
academic sta� holding doctorates as their highest formal quali�cation. �e target of 40% is lower 
than the ratio of 50% suggested for universities. It has also not been set in any formal way by the 
Department of Higher Education and Training, and can be used as a guideline for discussions 
on the issue of institutional di�erentiation in South Africa’s higher education system.
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Graph 16  Average success rates by course 2006–2008
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3.4.  Research outputs of comprehensive universities: Averages for the period 2006–2008

Graph 19 gives the average annual research output totals of the six comprehensive universities 
for the three-year period 2006–2008. �ese research output totals are based on the same 
calculations as those for universities: 

•• research publication units, which are primarily publications in peer-reviewed research 
journals, but which can include publications in books which (a) report research 
�ndings and (b) are not textbooks for students;

•• weighted research outputs, which include research publication units (weighting = 1), 
doctoral graduates (weighting = 3), and research master’s graduates (weighting = 1, but 
based only on the research component of the degree).

�e data in this graph are ranked in descending order according to the average annual total of 
research publications.

Graph 20 considers one component of the overall research output total re�ected in Graph 19. 
�is is the average annual total of doctoral graduates produced by each comprehensive 
university over the period 2006–2008. �e totals in the graph have not been weighted by the 
factor of 3 referred to above.
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Graph 18  Average academic staff with doctorates 2006–2008
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Table 4 sums up points which arise when the data in Graphs 19 and 20 are compared to the 
same graphs for universities (Graphs 7 and 8).

Table 4 shows that the six comprehensive universities (because of the e�ect of Unisa) had larger 
shares of the total head count and FTE student enrolments in 2008 than the eleven universities. 
In marked contrast, the eleven universities’ share of research outputs was �ve times higher 
than that of the six comprehensive universities, and of doctoral graduates 4.4 times higher.

Graph 21 sets out ratios between the weighted research outputs of the six comprehensive 
universities and their permanent academics. �e ratios are based on the average annual totals 
of research outputs and academic sta� for the three-year period 2006–2008.

�e target of 1.00 is the norm currently set for comprehensive universities in calculations of 
block grant funding. �is target could, like that for universities, be unpacked in various ways, 
with di�erent mixes of publication units, research master’s and doctoral graduates. An example 
of the way in which the 1.00 target could be unpacked is this:  

   �e target may require a comprehensive university to produce, for every 100 permanent 
academic sta� members, on average 40 research publications per year, 45 research masters 
per year, and 5 unweighted doctoral graduates per year. �e annual averages per academic 
sta� member would, on these �gures, be 0.40 for publications, 0.45 for research master’s 
graduates, and 0.15 for doctoral graduates (after applying the weighting of 3). �is would 
produce the required annual target of 1.00 weighted research outputs per academic sta� 
member.

Graph 21 shows that the ratios of only two comprehensive universities (UJ, NMMU) were close 
to the target ratio of 1.00.
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Graph 20  2006–2008: Average annual totals of doctoral graduates

Table 4 Comparison of enrolments and outputs of universities and comprehensives

Share of 
head counts 

for 2008

Share of FTE 
enrolments for 

2008

Share of annual averages for 2006–2008

Research 
publications

Weighted research 
output

Doctoral 
graduates

Universities 35% 39% 81% 80% 79%

Comprehensives 47% 41% 16% 16% 18%
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3.5. Income of comprehensive universities in 2008

Graph 22 summarises the total income of the six comprehensive universities in 2008. �is 
income is derived from the following sources:

•• government funding: block grants (subsidy formula grants), earmarked grants for 
speci�c purposes (e.g. infrastructure, research and teaching development, foundation 
programmes);

•• student fees:  tuition and related fees, student housing fees;
•• private income:  income from gifts, grants and research grants, income from investments.

�ere is obviously a wide range in the income totals recorded in Graph 22. Unisa’s total income 
in 2008 was six times higher than that of UZ, and almost four times higher than that of WSU. 
Table 5 shows how the income of universities and comprehensive universities were related in 
2008.

�e places in Table 5 into which the comprehensive universities slot is dependent on the factors 
of size of enrolment (head count and FTE), proportion of science and technology enrolments, 
and proportion of master’s and doctoral enrolments, and in the case of Unisa the government 
funding policies for distance programmes.
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Graph 21  Annual average weighted research outputs per permanent academic 
staff member 2006–2008
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Graph 22  Total income in 2008 (Rands millions)   
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Table 5 Income of universities and comprehensive universities in 2008 relative to UP=100

University Type Income relative to UP

UP University 100

Unisa Comprehensive 93

Wits University 91

UCT University 80

SU University 78

UKZN University 76

UJ Comprehensive 57

NWU University 52

UFS University 41

NMMU Comprehensive 36

UL University 30

UWC University 29

Univen Comprehensive 16

RU University 19

UFH University 16

WSU Comprehensive 16

UZ Comprehensive 15

Graph 23 shows what proportions of the 2008 income totals reported in Graph 22 were 
derived from private sources, i.e. from gifts and grants, research contracts, and income from 
investments.Points which emerge from the data in the graph are these:

•• Only two comprehensive universities (UZ, NMMU) had private income proportions 
of 30% and above in 2008, compared to ten of the eleven universities. �e average 
proportions of private income in 2008 were 24% for the contact comprehensive 
universities and 40% for universities.

Graph 24 assumes that the main purpose of income derived from government subsidies and 
students fees is to fund the teaching services o�ered to undergraduate and postgraduate 
students. �e income total used for the graph is restricted to government subsidies and student 
fees, because private income is most often designated for purposes other than the teaching 
of students. �e ratios in the graph result from dividing this income total by the full-time 
equivalent (FTE) student enrolments in Graph 13.
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Graph 23  Percentage of income from private sources in 2008 
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�e average shown is for contact comprehensive universities only. When Unisa’s large FTE 
enrolments of distance students are included, the average income in 2008 from government 
funds and student fees for all comprehensives drops to R27 000.

3.6. Possible peer groupings for comprehensive universities

Table 6 below is based on three indicators linked to the output targets of the contact 
comprehensive universities, and three linked to input indicators related to the delivery of the 
outputs. �e table does not include Unisa. �e data in a number of graphs have shown that the 
inclusion of Unisa, because of its size, distorts the averages for comprehensive universities.

�e three output indicators in Table 6 are contained in the following graphs: success rates 
(Graph  16), graduation rates (Graph 17), and research output ratios (Graph 21). It should be 
noted that the targets in Graphs 16 and 17 are the same as those set for universities. �e research 
output target for comprehensive universities is 20% lower than that set for universities.

�e three input indicators used in Table 6 are contained in the following graphs: percentage 
of sta� with doctorates (Graph 18), private income percentage (Graph 23), and income per 
FTE student (Graph 24). �e target used in Graph 18 is 40% of academic sta� with doctorates, 
compared to the university target of 50%. �e averages used for the purposes of the two income 
columns of the table are those for the �ve contact comprehensives only. 

�e scores recorded in the �rst four columns of Table 6 indicate the following:

 3 =  performance was above the target set by the Department of Higher Education and 
Training;

 2 = performance was below but close to the target;
 1 = performance well below the target.

Average for contact comprehensives
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Graph 24  Income from government funds + fees per FTE enrolled student in 2008 
(Rands thousands)

Table 6 Output and input indicators for peer groupings

OUTPUTS INPUTS

Weighted 
total

Weighted 
total as % 
of possible 
maximum 

= 27

Success 
rate

Graduation 
rate

Research 
output ratio 
to academic 

staff

% of 
academic 
staff with 

doctorates

Private 
income 

%

Subsidy 
+ fees 

per FTE 
student

UJ 2 3 2 1 3 2 20 74%

NMMU 2 3 2 2 3 3 22 81%

WSU 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 33%

Univen 2 1 1 2 2 3 15 56%

UZ 2 2 2 2 3 1 18 67%
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�e scores recorded in the �nal two income columns of Table 6 indicate the following:

 3 = average was above that for the contact comprehensive universities;
 2 = average was close to that for the contact comprehensive universities;
 1 = performance well below that for the contact comprehensive universities.

�e weighted totals in the table are based on a weighting of 2 for all output indicators, and 
a weighting of 1 for input indicators. �e �nal column expresses the weighted total for each 
university as a proportion of the maximum weighted total of 27.

�e percentages in the �nal column of Table 6 suggest that, when these selected inputs and 
outputs are compared, three distinct peer groupings of contact comprehensive universities 
emerge. �ese are summed up in Table 7.

Graph 25 shows that these universities of technology fell into three size groupings in 2008:

•• One large university, with a head count enrolment above 50 000 (TUT);
•• Two medium-sized universities, with enrolments between 20 000 and 30 000 (CPUT, DUT);
•• �ree small universities, with enrolments less than 20 000 (CUT, MUT).

Table 7 Possible peer groupings

Group Weighted input & output ratio

GROUP C1

NMMU 81%

UJ 74%

GROUP C2

Univen 67%

UZ 56%

GROUP C3

WSU 33%

4.  UNIVERSITIES OF TECHNOLOGY
4.1. Student enrolments in universities of technology in 2008

A total of six institutions fall into this grouping of universities of technology. Graph 25 arranges 
these universities in descending order by the size of their 2008 head count enrolments. �e 
graph also lists the full-time equivalent (FTE) enrolment of each university.
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Graph 25  Enrolments in 2008 (thousands) 
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Graph 26 uses three-year averages for the period 2006–2008 to show what proportion of science 
and technology majors each university of technology had in its head count enrolment. Graph 27 
uses three-year averages for the period 2006–2008 to show what proportion of master’s plus 
doctoral graduates each has in its head count enrolment. �e data in the two graphs have been 
sorted from highest to lowest proportions.

�e data in Graph 26 show that, other than in the case of TUT, �ve of the six universities of 
technology had proportions above 40% of science and technology students on average for the 
period 2006–2008. TUT’s proportion was 39% for this period. Graph 27 shows that all six had low 
proportions of master’s and doctoral enrolments.

4.2.  Student outputs of universities of technology: averages for the period 2006–2008

Graphs 28 and 29 compare student output rates against targets set by the Department of 
Higher Education and Training. �ese targets are the same as those set for universities and for 
comprehensive universities.

Graph 28 sets out the average success rate by course achieved by the universities of technology 
over the period 2006–2008. �ese success rates were calculated by dividing each university’s 
full-time equivalent (FTE) degree credit total for 2006+2007+2008 by its FTE enrolled student 
totals for these three years. An FTE degree credit total is calculated in the same way as an FTE 
enrolled student total, but taking account only of the courses actually passed by students.
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Graph 26  Average percentage of science and technology majors 2006–2008  
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�e data in Graph 28 have been sorted from highest to lowest success rate average. �e target 
ratio of 80% set by the Department is regarded as the minimum which an institution should 
achieve if it is to ensure that it has an e�cient output �ow of graduates.

�e data in Graph 28 show that none of the universities of technology exceeded the target rate 
of 80%. 

Graph 29 uses, as a proxy for a graduate throughput rate, a calculation which divides the number 
of students graduating in a given year by the total head count enrolment in that year. �e target set 
by the Department of Higher Education and Training for all contact universities, comprehensive 
universities and universities of technology is 22%. �is target is based on the requirement that 65 
out of every 100 students entering any higher education institution should eventually graduate.

�e data in the graph show that only two of these universities (CPUT, CUT) exceeded the target 
ratio. �e ratios of the other four fell into a band of 91%–73% of the target.

4.3.  Academic staff with doctorates in universities of technology: averages for the 
period 2006–2008

Graph 30 ranks the six universities of technology according to the proportions of their academic 
sta� holding doctorates as their highest formal quali�cations. �e target of 20% is lower than 
the ratios of 50% suggested for universities and 40% for comprehensive universities. It has also 
not been set in any formal way by the Department of Higher Education and Training, and can 
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Graph 28  Average success rates by course 2006–2008
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be used as guideline for discussions on the issue of institutional di�erentiation in South Africa’s 
higher education system.

Graph 30 shows that only CUT has a higher percentage of academic sta� with docorates than 
the target of 20% for universities of technology.

4.4.  Research outputs of universities of technology: averages for the period 2006–2008

Graph 31 gives the average annual research output totals of the six universities of technology for 
the three-year period 2006–2008.

�ese research output totals are based on the same calculations as those for universities and for 
comprehensive universities: 

•• research publication units, which are primarily publications in peer-reviewed research 
journals, but which can include publications in books which (a) report research 
�ndings and (b) are not textbooks for students;

•• weighted research outputs, which include research publication units (weighting = 1), 
doctoral graduates (weighting = 3), and research master’s graduates (weighting = 1, but 
based only on the research component of the degree). 

�e data in Graph 31 are ranked in descending order according to the average annual totals of 
research publications.
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Graph 30  Average academic staff with doctorates 2006–2008
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Graph 32 considers one component of the overall research output total re�ected in Graph 31. 
�is is the average annual total of doctoral graduates produced by each university of technology 
over the period 2006–2008. �e totals in the graph have not been weighted by the factor of 3 
referred to above.

Table 8 below sums up points which arise when the research output data of universities, 
comprehensive universities, and universities of technology are compared.

Table 8 shows that the six universities of technology enrolled 20% of all FTE  enrolled students 
in 2008, but produced only 4% of the total research output of the higher education system. 

Graph 33 sets out ratios between the weighted research outputs of the six universities of 
technology and their permanent academics. �e ratios are based on the average annual totals 
of research outputs and academic sta� for the three-year period 2006-2008.

�e target of 0.50 is the norm currently set for universities of technology in calculations of block 
grant funding. �is target is lower than the 1.25 expected of universities and the 1.00 expected 
of comprehensive universities.

�e 0.50 target for universities of technology could be unpacked in various ways, with di�erent 
mixes of publication units, research master’s and doctoral graduates. An example of the way in 
which the 0.50 target could be unpacked is this:

  �e target may require a university of technology to produce, for every 100 permanent 
academic sta� members, on average 20 research publications per year, 34 research masters per 
year, and 2 unweighted doctoral graduates per year. �e annual averages per academic sta� 
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Graph 32  Average annual totals of doctoral graduates 2006–2008

Table 8  Comparison of enrolments and outputs of universities, comprehensive universities 
and universities of technology

Share of 
head counts 

for 2008

Share of FTE 
enrolments for 

2008

Share of annual averages for 2006–2008

Research 
publications

Weighted research 
output

Doctoral 
graduates

Universities 35% 39% 82% 80% 79%

Comprehensive 
univerities 47% 41% 15% 16% 18%

Universities of 
technology 18% 20% 3% 4% 3%
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member would, on these �gures, be 0.20 for publications, 0.34 for research master’s graduates, 
and 0.06 for doctoral graduates (after applying the weighting of 3). �is would produce the 
required annual target of 0.50 weighted research outputs per academic sta� member.

Graph 33 shows that the ratios of all six universities of technology fell below the target ratio of 0.50.

4.5. Income of universities of technology in 2008

Graph 34 summarises the total income of the six universities of technology in 2008. �is income 
is derived from the following sources:

•• government funding:  block grants (subsidy formula grants), earmarked grants for 
speci�c purposes (e.g. infrastructure, research and teaching development, foundation 
programmes);

•• student fees:  tuition and related fees, student housing fees;
•• private income:  income from gifts, grants and research grants, income from investments.

�ere is a wide range in the income totals recorded in Graph 34. TUT’s total income in 2008 was 
nearly 7 times higher than that of MUT, and nearly 5 times higher than that of CUT. 

Graph 35 shows what proportions of the 2008 income totals reported in Graph 34 were derived 
from private sources, ie from gifts and grants, research contracts, and income from investments.

Points which emerge from the data in the graph are these:
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Graph 33  Annual average weighted research outputs per permanent academic 
staff member 2006–2008
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•• All six of the universities of technology had private income proportions below 20% in 
2008. �eir average proportion of private income in 2008 was 15%, compared to the 
proportions of 24% for comprehensive universities and 40% for universities.

Graph 36 assumes that the main purpose of income derived from government subsidies and 
students fees is to fund the teaching services o�ered to undergraduate and postgraduate 
students. �e income total used for the graph is restricted to government subsidies and student 
fees, because private income is most often designated for purposes other than the teaching 
of students. �e ratios in the graph result from dividing this income total by the full-time 
equivalent (FTE) student enrolments re�ected in Graph 25.

�e average of R38 000 per FTE enrolled student is close to that of the contact comprehensive 

universities, which was R42 000 in 2008.

4.6. Possible peer groupings for universities of technology

Table 9 summarises the analyses of the graphs used for universities of technology. �ree of the 
indicators are linked to output targets, and the remaining three are input indicators related to 
the delivery of the outputs.

�e three output indicators in Table 9 are contained in the following graphs: success rates 
(Graph  28), graduation rates (Graph 29), and research output ratios (Graph 33). It should 
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be noted that the targets in Graphs 28 and 29 are the same as those set for universities and 
comprehensive universities. �e research output target for universities of technology is 50% 
lower than set for comprehensive universities and 60% lower than that set for universities.

�e three input indicators used in Table 9 are contained in the following graphs: percentage 
of sta� with doctorates (Graph 30), private income percentage (Graph 35), and income per 
FTE student (Graph 36). �e target used in Graph 30 is 20% of academic sta� with doctorates, 
compared to the university target of 50% and the comprehensive university target of 40%. �e 
averages used for the purposes of the two income columns of the table are those for the group 
of universities of technology. �e average proportions of private income in 2008 were 40% for 
universities, 24% for comprehensive universities, and 15% for universities of technology. �e 
averages available in 2008 in student fees and government funds per FTE enrolled student were 
R57 000 for universities, R42 000 for contact comprehensive universities (excluding Unisa), and 
R38 000 for universities of technology.

�e scores recorded in the �rst four columns of Table 9 indicate the following:

 3 =  performance was above the target set by the Department of Higher Education and Training;
 2 = performance was below but close to the target;
 1 = performance well below the target.

�e scores recorded in the �nal two income columns of Table 3 indicate the following:

 3 = average was above that for universities of technology;
 2 = average was close to that for universities of technology;
 1 = performance well below that for universities of technology.

�e weighted totals in the table are based on a weighting of 2 for all output indicators, and 
a weighting of 1 for input indicators. �e �nal column expresses the weighted total for each 
university as a proportion of the maximum weighted total of 27.

�e percentages in the �nal column of Table 9 suggest that, when these selected inputs and 
outputs are compared, two distinct peer groupings emerge for the universities of technology as 
shown in Table 10.

Table 9 Output and input indicators for peer groupings

OUTPUTS INPUTS

Weighted 
total

Weighted 
total as % 
of possible 
maximum 

= 27

Success 
rate

Graduation 
rate

Research 
output 
ratio to 

academic 
staff

% of 
academic 
staff with 

doctorates

Private 
income %

Subsidy 
+ fees 

per FTE 
student

CPUT 2 3 1 1 3 3 19 70%

CUT 2 3 2 3 2 2 21 78%

DUT 2 2 1 1 2 3 16 59%

MUT 3 1 1 1 1 2 14 52%

TUT 1 2 2 1 3 2 16 59%

VUT 1 1 1 1 2 2 11 41%
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5. PEER GROUPINGS AND DIFFERENTIATION
�e various graphs and tables discussed for universities, comprehensive universities and 
universities of technology can be merged, if a consolidated account of peer groupings is wanted. 
If this is done, a picture will emerge of the extent to which di�erentiation already exists in the 
South African higher education system.

As a follow-up to the data and analysis presented in this publication, CHET intends to undertake 
the following steps:

1. It intends to post annual updates of the data used for the pro�le graphs on its website. 
�is will enable universities to construct further graphs for their own planning and 
monitoring systems; and

2. Further work will be undertaken on peer groupings to sharpen these for purposes of 
cross-institutional comparisons, and also to show how di�erent levels of institutional 
performance have led to distinct institutional clusters. �ese clusters cut across the 
current categories of universities, comprehensive universities and universities of 
technology.

Table 10 Possible peer groupings

Group Weighted input & output ratio

Group T1

CUT 78%

CPUT 70%

Group T2

DUT 59%

TUT 59%

MUT 52%

VUT 41%
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